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ABSTRACT  

The parallel plate flow chamber assay is widely utilized to study physiological cell-cell adhesive 

interactions under dynamic flow that mimics the blood stream. In this technique, the cells are perfused 

under defined shear stresses over a monolayer of endothelial cells (expressing homing molecules eg. 

selectins) or a surface (expressing recombinant homing molecules). However, with the need to study 

multiple samples and multiple parameters per sample, using a traditional bright-field microscope-

based-flow-assay allows only one sample at a time to be analyzed resulting in: high inter-experiment 

variability, the need for normalization, waste of materials and significant consumption of time. We 

developed a multiplexing approach using a three-color fluorescence staining method, which allowed 

for up to seven different combination signatures to be run at one time. Using this Fluorescent 

Multiplex Cell Rolling-(FMCR) assay each sample is labeled with a different signature of emission 

wavelengths and mixed with other samples just minutes before the flow run. Subsequently, real-time 

images are acquired in a single pass using a line-scanning spectral confocal microscope. To illustrate 

the glycan-dependent binding of E-selectin, a central molecule in cell migration, to its glycosylated 

ligands expressed on myeloid-leukemic cells in flow, the FMCR assay was used to analyze E-

selectin—Ligand interactions following the addition (fucosyltransferase-treatment) or removal 

(deglycosylation) of key glycans on the flowing cells. The FMCR assay allowed us to analyze the 

cell-adhesion events from these different treatment conditions simultaneously in a competitive 

manner and to calculate differences in rolling frequency, velocity and tethering capability of cells 

under study.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Cell migration relies on the adhesion interaction between surface proteins of the circulating cells (eg. 

selectin ligands) and their counter receptors on the vascular endothelium (eg. E/P-selectin).1-9 Such 

processes can be probed in vitro using cell adhesion assays10-13 which are adaptable tools that can be 

used to understand proliferation and cellular adhesion in the context of inflammation and cancer cell 

metastasis.14-17 Moreover, they can also be used to discover novel drugs that could inhibit18-20 or 

enhance21 adhesion in disease settings or to understand the dynamics of drug/nanoparticle absorption 

by endothelial cells under physiologic flow22, 23 among other uses.  

To date, the analysis of rolling capabilities of cells has been largely studied in vitro using parallel 

plate flow chamber (PPFC)-based assays.14-16, 24-34 These assays mimic cells migrating through the 

circulation where flowing cells are infused under shear stress over a monolayer of a substrate-

expressing cells (or a Polyvinylidene Difluoride (PVDF) membrane boasting immunoprecipitated 

ligands of interest adsorbed on its surface) seeded on the surface of one of the parallel plates of the 

setup.14, 15, 24, 28-30, 32, 33 Using a bright-field microscope and video recording system to image the 

process, each sample or cell type is analyzed in a singleplex mode as it is perfused over a monolayer 

of substrate-expressing cells (or a substrate-coated surface) under defined shear stresses controlled by 

a syringe pump. Although a powerful tool, its design has a number of inherent technical limitations 

including inter-experimental variations stemming from pipetting errors and cell count errors that result 

in variations in the numbers of substrate-expressing cells in a given plate (seeding variation) and 

differences in the expression of substrates among cells (substrate expression disparity). Additionally, 

separation of control and test samples and the absence of intra-experiment replication lead to the need 

for normalization. As a low-throughput technique, PPFC is time-consuming and relatively tedious. 

Moreover, the potential for unintentional experimental bias is high since the researcher usually 

chooses the field of view to analyze, which may influence the reproducibility due to surface variation. 
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Although a few trials have described methods to overcome some of these deficiencies,16, 27 they make 

use of customized dual camera emission splitting platforms that would allow for capturing two 

samples simultaneously in real-time and solves the inter-experimental variation problems, it is low-

throughput.16  

Fluorescent cell barcoding35, 36 and multiplexing approaches to simultaneously measure different cell 

types that have unique fluorescence identifiers (UFIs) has been used in a number of imaging 

techniques, including a study that imaged seven different cell types in fixed tissue samples.34 The 

approaches alluded to in these studies require that the cells or tissues first be fixed likely due to the 

nature of coupling the dyes/fluorophores used. With the fluorescent barcoding approach, for example, 

cells are often fixed and permeabilized to allow the amine-reactive dyes to access protein targets 

efficiently which results in a higher intensity staining.35-37 In addition, the barcoding approach requires 

that consideration be taken to the concentration of dye and the methanol content of the buffer being 

used for the staining, which should be optimized for each cell type/experiment. Most importantly, 

multiplexed/multicolor experiments should be carefully compensated to avoid emission’s bleed-

through of the various dyes into neighboring channels. This demands the development of fluorophores 

with minimal spectral overlap and experimental design that deals with the large number of 

fluorophores and their spectral overlap. Here, we introduce a relatively simpler multiplexing approach 

and apply it to the conventional cell flow assay, that we refer to as the Florescence Multiplex Cell 

Rolling (FMCR) assay, which uses a lower number of UFIs to label specific populations within a 

mixture of differentially and uniquely labeled cells (Figure 1A). To achieve this, we used a three-

color fluorescence staining approach that allows seven different combinations of UFIs to be run in a 

flow experiment at one time. Real-time images were then acquired in a single pass using a line-

scanning spectral confocal microscope. This technique allowed for the analysis of adhesion events 

from up to seven different treatment conditions simultaneously in real-time and for calculation of the 
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differences in rolling frequency, velocity and tethering capability of cells under study (Figure 1B). 

This assay also permitted the analysis of rolling cell populations on an endothelial cell layer (or a 

selectin-coated surface) where populations are competing for occupancy of available substrate sites 

in a real-time scenario, a characteristic much like what occurs in an in vivo setting. The assay is easily 

adopted since it is performed using commercially available setups and software.   
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Cells:  

The human cell line KG1a (human acute myelogenous leukemia) serves as hematopoietic 

stem/progenitor cell like (CD34+) model cell; they were purchased from ATCC and cultured in RPMI 

1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco) and 100 units/mL penicillin/streptomycin 

(Invitrogen). A transgenic Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line stably expressing full-length mouse 

E-selectin (CHO-E) (or the plasmid alone (CHO-Mock) was established in our laboratory as described 

previously.38 CHO cells were cultured in MEM medium containing 1x non-essential amino acids 

(Invitrogen), 1x sodium pyruvate (Invitrogen), 10% FBS (Gibco) and 100 units/mL 

penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen) and prepared for experiments as described under “Preparation of 

substrate-expressing cells for FMCR” in Methods of Supporting Information file. K562 (human 

Erythroleukemia cell line) cells were purchased from ATCC and cultured in IMDM medium with 

10% FBS (Gibco) and 100 units/mL penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen). 

Fluorescent multiplex cell rolling (FMCR):  

24-36 h prior to the cell flow experiment, sterile 40 mm coverslips (Fisher Scientific) in small plate 

were prepared with 1X attachment factor for 1 h prior to plating 2 X 106 E-selectin expressing CHO 

cells (CHO-E). The CHO-E cells were allowed to reach 90% confluency. On the day of the 

experiment, KG-1a cells were stained with 5 μg/mL anti-CD34 (mouse IgG, clone 8G12) primary 

antibody while K562 cells were stained with 5 μg/mL of anti-CD43 (mouse IgG, clone L60) primary 

antibody for 30 minutes at 4oC followed by washing with HBSS twice. Note that these antibodies do 

not block the interactions of ligands (i.e. CD34, CD44, PSGL-1 and CD43) to E-selectin as illustrated 

in a previous publication from our lab.38 To generate a unique fluorescent identifier (UFI) for each 

sample/treatment condition, anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies conjugated with various 

fluorophores (AF405, AF546 and/or AF680) were used either alone or in combination (mixture of 2 
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or 3 fluorophores) to stain the primary antibodies at a concentration of 5 μg/mL for 15-30 minutes at 

4oC. Samples were then thoroughly washed at least 3 times with HBSS buffer. [Note: we used a 

combination of multiple fluorophores to produce a number of UFIs through the labeling of specific 

cell surface molecules. This could also be achieved using a variety of cell dyes or cell membrane 

permeable dyes that have minimal spectral overlap. There is a myriad of dyes available commercially 

from vendors such as Molecular Probes/ThermoFisher, but attention should be given to the intensity 

of the dyes used relative to one another and that the dyes do not emit wavelengths that overlap, which 

could require the use of proper/special lasers/filters and/or compensation. Our barcoding methods can 

also be integrated with existing methods35-37 to provide strategies to increase the multiplexity.] 

Spectral overlap was ruled out using FACS analysis (see “Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting 

(FACS)” in Methods of Supporting Information file) and confocal fluorescence imaging on single, 

double and triple stained samples with the proper adjustment of the laser power and optical gain using 

the AxioImager (Ziess). For the majority of experiments these settings were: power values (2-10%), 

optical gain (adjusted according to signal intensity), pinhole width (maximum), frame size (512 x 512 

pixels) and scanning rate (1 frame/sec) but adjustments were made depending on the staining signal 

intensity of the samples. Minutes prior to the introduction of the cells to the CHO-E monolayer, the 

UFI-labeled cell populations were accurately counted using Countess Automated Cell Counter 

(Invitrogen) and mixed at an equal ratio. A small sample of the mixed sample was then tested by the 

Countess Automated Cell Counter to ensure relatively equal ratios of cells were used using the 

appropriate EVOS light cubes (Invitrogen). The CHO-E cell coverslips were assembled in the FCS3 

flow cell as per the manufacturer’s instructions (BiopTech; https://bioptechs.com/product/fcs3-

starter-set/ ) where the inlet tube was placed into a buffer containing the cells under study (2 mM 

CaCl2 -since the binding of E-selectin to its ligands is Ca2+ dependent- in HBSS buffer at a 

concentration of 1 - 2 X 106 cells/mL) and the outlet tube was connected to the PHD 2000 syringe 
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pump (Harvard Apparatus). When looking at selectin/selectin ligand interactions, the system was 

infused with ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) after the flow run to remove the specific Ca2+-

dependent binding in order to detect non-specific binding events that will be subtracted during the 

analysis. Cell flow was controlled by a syringe pump that was programmed to start the flow at 0.2 

dyne/cm2 for 2 minutes and then the flow was increased at 30-second intervals from 1 to 10 dynes/cm2 

(i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.5 and 10 dyne/cm2). The syringe pump was programmed in a step-wise manner 

with different flow rates corresponding to pre-assigned shear stress values according to the following 

Equation. 

τ =
6Qµ
bh!  

where τ is the shear stress, Q is the flow rate, μ is the viscosity of the buffer, b is the flow chamber 

width and h is the height of the flow chamber. The experimental run started by running the syringe 

pump while imaging the cells in 3 detector channels simultaneously in time-lapse mode. Videos were 

then analyzed for event tracking using Imaris software (Bitplane). Data representation and statistical 

analysis was performed by a custom analysis script using R software (see “FMCR Sample Analysis 

Pipeline” in Supporting Information file). 

Cell tracking using the Imaris software: 

Cell tracking analysis began with intensity thresholding and smoothing. In order to use the spot 

detection algorithm, the intensity profile of each cell needed to be smoothed using the Gaussian blur 

filter in order to remove the empty pixels. Then, intensity profiles were inspected for each UFI to 

determine the intensity cut-off values at which the software can distinguish between the positive and 

negative signals at each channel. The next step was spot detection using the connected components 

algorithm. The algorithm was applied individually for each UFI using the previously detected 

intensity thresholds for profile capture. For example, the purple profile is a red+, blue+ and green- 
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where (+) or (-) can be determined by comparing the sum of the intensity profile of one spot to the 

threshold assigned at the previous step. At all the tested shear stress intervals, spot detection was 

followed by spot tracking using the auto regressive motion algorithm where the spots representing the 

same cell were connected to each other throughout the video to form a movement track. One track is 

the functional unit of the analysis of the rolling events as the rolling behavior parameters, are exported 

by track. Filtering of valid rolling tracks was performed next by removing the tracks representing non-

specific binding. Finally, the process was completed with exporting the tracking files for subsequent 

statistical analysis and data representation (see “Data representation and statistical analysis using the 

R software package” in Methods of Supporting Information file and “FMCR Sample Analysis 

Pipeline” in Supporting Information file). 

Hypothesis testing:  

Multiple hypothesis testing was performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed 

by multiple pairwise comparisons Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) testing. Two-sample 

hypothesis testing was performed using Student’s T-test. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Adjustments were made to some of the elements of PPFC assay to achieve our objective of developing 

a simple, multiplex, and competitive in vitro migration assay. Namely, our methodology, the 

microscope setup, the preparation of the substrate-expressing cells (e.g. E-selectin-expressing Chinese 

hamster ovary (CHO) cells) and the preparation of UFI-tagged cells. Moreover, we developed a 

comprehensive analysis pipeline using the R statistical analysis environment and Imaris software (see 

“FMCR Sample Analysis Pipeline” in Supporting Information file).  

The FMCR assay setup 
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In the place of the conventional bright-field microscope used in the PPFC assay,14-16, 24-33 the FMCR 

assay uses a confocal laser-scanning microscope (Figure S1) that allows the use of up to seven 

samples simultaneously through the combination of three fluorophores and the use of three detection 

filters. In addition, the materials required for this assay included (Figure S1): (i) a cell suspension of 

a mixture of cells (eg. KG-1a cells) tagged with UFIs (Figure 1A, Figure S2; see “Fluorescent 

multiplex cell rolling (FMCR)” in the Experimental Section); (ii) a monolayer of substrate-expressing 

cells (e.g. E-selectin-expressing CHO cells; see “Preparation of substrate expressing cells for FMCR” 

in Methods of the Supporting Information file); (iii) a parallel plate flow chamber with the lower plate 

(a cover slip) coated with a monolayer of the substrate-expressing cells and placed on the stage of an 

inverted microscope; (iv) an inverted microscope equipped with laser-scanning spectral confocal 

system; (v) a computer for time-lapse image capturing and storage; and (vi) a syringe pump for cell 

infusion under a defined step-wise program of shear stress magnitudes. 

Cell tagging with UFIs  

In order to prepare the distinct signatures needed for the rolling experiments, each cell specimen (e.g. 

cell type or treatment condition) was labeled with a UFI comprised of Alexa Fluor 405-, Alexa Fluor 

546- or Alexa Fluor 680-conjugated antibodies or combinations thereof (see “Fluorescent multiplex 

cell rolling” in the Experimental Section). These tags were chosen to generate the minimum possible 

spectral overlap in order to allow distinguishable signals for each sample under simultaneous 

excitation and hence sufficiently short scanning time (~900 ms/frame at 512x512 pixels). To describe 

the technology and investigate the potential bias the UFI may have on the detection of rolling cells in 

this setup, seven identical samples using an E-selectin-ligand-expressing cells (human myelogenous 

leukemia; KG-1a) were used (Figure 1A, Figure S2). Flow cytometric analysis of the fluorescence 

signal for each fluorescence tag showed insensible spectral overlap with other tags for any given UFI 

in non-compensated settings (Figure S2B). Before mixing the samples for the cell flow assay, the 
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confocal acquisition parameters including laser power (to control for blue, green and red range 

staining intensity) and optical gain were adjusted so that no signal crosstalk was observed in any UFI 

in single-samples images (data not shown). A relevant study used Fourier spectroscopy and singular 

value decomposition to image seven cell types in a fixed tissue, each labeled with different 

fluorescence dyes.34 The assay described in this study, however, requires that the cells or tissues be 

fixed. Most importantly, since this assay requires multiple fluorophores to achieve multiplexing, the 

risk of bleed-through of these fluorophores to neighboring channels is much higher and therefore 

requires sophisticated mathematical models and analysis to deconvolute the emission signals. Our 

approach, on the other hand, allows for the use of live (unfixed) cells, minimizes the need for 

compensation if the fluorophores/dyes (up to 3) are chosen with little to no spectral overlap (Figure 

S2; note no compensation is needed for these fluorophores). 

The flow run and the time-lapse imaging  

Before running the flow experiment, the cell specimens under study (i.e. the KG-1a cells) were 

investigated individually for their unique tagging and spectral overlap (Figure S2). This step is critical 

to ensure faultless cell tracking during the video analysis. Proper laser power values (2-10%), optical 

gain (adjusted according to signal intensity), pinhole width (maximum), frame size (512 x 512 pixels) 

and scanning rate (1 frame/sec) were adjusted as needed and depend on the staining signal intensity 

of the samples. Before assembling the PPFC device, running buffer containing 2 mM CaCl2 was 

infused into the flow chamber in order to remove all the air from the device. The syringe pump was 

set up with a step-wise program with increasing magnitudes of flow rates every 30-second interval 

projecting the range of shear stress values studied (i.e. ranging from 2 dyne/cm2 up to 20 dyne/cm2). 

At this point, the PPFC was assembled using a flow chamber kit from Bioptech (see “Fluorescent 

multiplex cell rolling” in the Experimental Section) where the cover slip with the substrate-expressing 

cells (i.e. CHO-E cells) was included (Figure S1). Differentially UFI-tagged KG-1a cells were 
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counted and thoroughly and equally mixed at the required density (usually 106 cells/mL) just prior to 

perfusion. The acquisition software was prepared for time-lapse mode with 1 frame/second for an 

amount of time exactly equal to the length of the syringe pump program (i.e. a step-wise program set 

to increase the flow rate every 30-second interval starting at 2 dyne/cm2 up to 20 dyne/cm2 depending 

on the experiment). The UFI-tagged KG-1a cells were then perfused over the confluent monolayer of 

CHO-E cells at shear stresses programmed into the syringe pump. [Note: if the flow goes beyond 5 

minutes, gentle pipetting of the UFI-tagged sample can be considered to ensure that mixing of cells is 

maintained throughout the experiment.]  The software recorded videos of the flow run with the 

tethering and rolling events of interest. For controls, to detect non-specific binding events of E-selectin 

to its ligands, we infused the chamber with EDTA after the flow run to remove the specific Ca2+-

dependent binding.38, 39 This setup allows for imaging under dynamic flow conditions down to 900 

ms/frame (at 512X512 pixels) and using the new Airyscanning system (Zeiss) would allow for even 

lower frame sizes. Interestingly, a high-throughput multi-well microfluidics system has been 

described21, 27 to study multiple samples individually in a multi-well setting. This setup has similar 

high-throughput capacity to ours except that it does not allow for samples to be run simultaneously 

under competitive settings on the same substrate expressing cells.  

Once the flow run was complete, the raw files of the time-lapse experiment were transferred to Imaris 

software for cell tracking (Figure 1B; see “Cell tracking using Imaris software” in the Experimental 

Section). Our novel technique significantly increases the number of degrees of freedom from < 10 to 

few hundreds, which brought about a significant increase in the statistical power of the assay by many 

orders of magnitude. For example, in the PPFC assay the number of events used to calculate the 

different rolling parameters are on the order tens or less17, 19, 38-41 whereas in the FMCR assay 

described here, the numbers of events are in the range of hundreds and thousands. 

Detection bias 
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Compared to the conventional cell rolling assay, the FMCR technique allows for minimal user 

curation and automated detection, and hence less time consumption and bias. To determine if the 

fluorescent identifier on KG-1a cells creates a detection bias in the rolling events detected, seven 

populations of KG-1a cells were prepared, each with a unique fluorescence identifier (Figure S2). 

KG-1a cells express E-selectin ligands and thus will interact and roll over E-selectin expressing CHO 

cells (CHO-E).38, 40, 42, 43 To this end, KG-1a cells were labeled and subjected to analysis using the 

FMCR assay at varying shear stresses (2, 5, 7, 10, 15 and 20 dynes/cm2) introduced at 30-second 

intervals (Figure S3A,B). Likewise, the total rolling duration at all tested shear force intervals showed 

similar uniformity across different UFIs (70 ± 57.82 s) as shown by ANOVA (F(6; 1017) = 0.79; P = 

0.578) and Tukey's posthoc test (Figure S3C; Table S1). The total number of rolling cells among the 

UFIs (48.76 ± 17.08 cells) were invariant as shown by ANOVA (F(6; 14) = 0.792; P = 0.591) and 

Tukey's post-hoc test (Figure S3D; Table S2). However, the mean rolling velocity showed some 

differences at 7 and 10 dyne/cm2 (Figure S3E; Tables S9-S14). The kon of the interaction of selectin 

ligands with E-selectin is relatively slow40 and therefore the likelihood of making interactions is 

higher at lower shear stress compared to higher shear stresses. The slight variation observed at higher 

shear stresses may be due to the more erratic interactions of the cells with the E-selectin. Indeed, more 

variation is often observed with KG1a cells using the conventional parallel plate flow chamber assay 

that is even more pronounced at higher shear stresses33, 38, 43 but may be underrepresented due to 

experimental bias. We analyzed the variation among the UFIs group means of the number of rolling 

cells per each shear stress step from the three replicated experiments using ANOVA followed by 

posthoc Tukey's multiple pairwise comparison test. ANOVA showed that there is no variation among 

the groups (F(30; 84) = 0.249; P = 0.999) and the post-hoc test (Figure S3F; Tables S3-S8). 

Case studies 

In one example, we assessed the dependence of E-selectin ligands on glycosylation for interacting 
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with E-selectin by characterizing the rolling behavior of a number of deglycosylation treatments of 

KG-1a cells using the FMCR assay. KG-1a cells were treated with O-sialoglycoprotein endopeptidase 

(OSGE), peptide:N-glycosidase (PNGase-F) or V. cholerae neuraminidase (sialidase) enzymes to 

remove O-linked glycan chains, N-linked glycan chains or sialic acid respectively (see “Enzyme 

Treatment” in Methods of the Supporting Information file).40 It is widely known that the disruption 

of surface glycans affects the E-selectin binding abilities as the E-selectin-binding motif, sialyl-Lewis 

X (sLex), can be expressed on O-linked or N-linked glycoproteins.38, 40, 41 Disruption of sialic acid 

affects E-selectin as well since sialic acid is an indispensable motif for sLex/E-selectin interaction.40 

Following the confirmation of enzymatic treatment (data not shown), each cell population was 

uniquely stained with an UFI. By running duplicate samples, we allowed for lower experimental 

variation through internal replication. Note that depending on the number of different samples run at 

a given time in a particular experiment (eg. one control and one treatment), additional replicates can 

be run (eg. triplicate of control with triplicate of treated) at the same time with differing fluorophores. 

Untreated, OSGE-treated, PNGase-F-treated and sialidase-treated KG-1a cells were run under a series 

of 30-second shear stress steps ranging from 2 to 20 dyne/cm2 (Figure S4). Glycan disruption affected 

the mean rolling duration of all the rolling events significantly (F(3; 16) = 8.965; P = 0.001; Figure 

2A). The decrease in rolling duration was most apparent in the sialidase treated samples (~ 10X less 

than untreated samples) while in the case of the OSGE and the PNGase-F the reduction was similar 

(~ 2X less than the untreated samples). Analogously, the total number of rolling cells changed 

significantly upon deglycosylation (F(3; 16) =11.71; P = 0.00026; Figure 2B). The loss of rolling 

cells was highly significant in OSGE and PNGase-F (~ 3.3X less) while more significant in sialidase 

treatment (~ 30X less). The mean velocity of rolling cells at different shear stress values were 

generally higher in the OSGE-treated and the PNGase-F-treated conditions due to the loss of the 

binding capacity following the removal of O- or N-glycans (and hence sLex epitopes on those 
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branches) (Figure 2C). Although the sLex structures were available on the remaining N- or O-glycans 

accordingly, there was a much more reduced number remaining and able to make the necessary 

binding interactions to the underlying E-selectin and thus resulted in higher velocity.40, 42 As expected, 

due to the complete loss of sLex epitopes necessary to make the adhesive interactions with E-selectin, 

the mean velocity of sialidase treated cells could not be determined. Finally, we found that the 

difference in the number of rolling cells over different magnitudes of shear stress was significantly 

different in all the deglycosylation treatments (Figure 2D) approaching very minimal numbers (close 

to zero) at higher shear stresses. This much faster decay in numbers of rolling cells following 

deglycosylation further recapitulates the dependency of sLex structures to the maintenance of rolling 

and its resilience at higher shear stresses.40  

To further illustrate the glycan-dependent nature of E-selectin binding to its ligands, in another 

example we created sLex structures, using ex vivo fucosylation, on cells lacking them (data not shown) 

in order to improve their tethering and rolling interactions in a competitive setting on E-selectin 

expressing cells. These data are described in “Case Study II” in Supporting Information.  
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CONCLUSION 

In contrast to previous studies that showed inter-experimental variations using the standard PPFC 

assay,38-41 we believe the FMCR assay and analysis pipeline has eliminated this variation between 

samples and the need for normalization via running multiple samples side by side. The improved 

statistical power and the elimination of inter-experimental variation will help enhance the sensitivity 

of the assay to detect differences in rolling behavior, which could have significant consequences and 

lead to discoveries of biologically relevant phenomena.    
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1. Experimental outline for the FMCR. (A) Comparison of the work-flow of the conventional 
parallel plate flow assay (left) and the FMCR assay (right). For one biological replicate n = 1 of a 
hypothetical flow assay of s = 7 different samples, the conventional approach implies running a 
number of experiments equal to the number of samples (s). Also, it implies the use of s plates of the 
substrate-expressing cells and producing s videos for subsequent analysis. The FMCR approach uses 
a combination of three fluorophores to produce 7 UFIs using the staining matrix to tag the samples. 
This implies the use of one plate of the substrate-expressing cells and the production of one video for 
subsequent analysis. (B) The analysis pipeline developed for the analysis of the time-lapse FMCR 
assay runs. The pipeline uses the raw videos as input. It has two phases: (1) using the Imaris software 
for cell detection and tracking, and (2) data representation and statistical analysis using the R statistical 
tool bundle.  
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Figure 2. Case study highlighting how manipulation of glycosylation of hematopoietic cells affects 
their rolling over E-selectin-expressing CHO cells. (A-D) Sample experiment highlighting how 
deglycosylation (OSGE, PNGase-F, sialidase) treatment of KG-1a cells disturbs rolling over E-
selectin-expressing CHO cells.  (A) The average rolling duration from 3 independent experiments at 
increasing shear stress intervals. (B) The total number of rolling cells. (C) The mean velocity per 
shear stress step from three independent experiments. (D) The mean number of rolling cells per shear 
stress step from three independent experiments. Data are represented as the mean ± SD (n=3 
independent experiments; (*) P £ 0.01, (**) P £ 0.001, (***) P £ 0.0001.  
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CASE STUDY II 

Selectins bind to sialofucosylated glycans, specifically the tetrasaccharide sialyl Lewis X (sLex), on 

glycoproteins or glycolipids. sLex-modified glycoproteins such as CD44, PSGL-1, CD43 and CD34 bind E-

selectin,1-3 but expression of these glycoproteins alone does not predict whether E-selectin will bind. K562 

cells, previously determined to neither express sLex epitopes nor to bind E-selectin (data not shown), gained 

sLex expression and E-selectin binding following treatment with recombinant human fucosyltransferase VI 

(rhFTVI), an enzyme that adds the essential fucose residues to create sLex structures from sialylated precursors 

(data not shown) as previously reported for mesenchymal stromal cells and neural stem cells.4, 5 

Using FTVI-treated and untreated K562 cells (see “Enzyme Treatment” in Methods below), we compared their 

rolling behavior using our FMCR assay. Previous studies showed that cells with poor binding activity to E-

selectin could be enhanced through fucosylation and made to roll on independent E-selectin expressing 

surfaces.4, 5 Here, instead of performing the rolling studies separately, i.e. in independent runs, we directly 

measured th e ability of treated and untreated K562 cells along with KG1a cells (positive control) to compete 

on the same E-selectin expressing surface (i.e. CHO-E cells) using the FMCR assay. To this end, following the 

treatment of K562 cells with rhFTVI, each cell population was labeled with two different UFIs (Figure S5). 

We allowed the mixture of cells (uniquely labeled KG1a cells, buffer-treated K562 cells and rhFTVI-treated 

K562 cells) to bind to E-selectin expressing cells (CHO-E) for 2 minutes at 0.2 dyne/cm2 (Figure S5). In a 

stepwise manner, as described in the main text, we increased the shear stress from 1-10 dyne/cm2 at 30 second 

intervals programmed by the syringe pump. As illustrated in Figure S6A and S6B, rhFTVI-treated cells 

interacted and rolled on the CHO-E monolayer with higher frequency than buffered-treated samples did as 

represented by a 2-fold higher average rolling duration (n=3 independent experiments; P = 0.0093) and a 3.5 

fold higher total number of rolling cells over all shear stresses (n=3 independent experiments; P = 0.0001) 

following treatment of the K562 cells with rhFTVI. Moreover, as presented in Figure S6C, the rolling velocity 

over the different shear stresses tested was higher in buffered-treated samples compared to the rhFTVI-treated 

samples and KG1a cells, which was more obvious in the lower shear stresses tested (1 and 2 dyne/cm2). 

Analysis of the number of rolling cells at the different shear stresses tested indicated that rhFTVI treatment of 
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K562 cells resulted in similar numbers of rolling cells as KG1a cells (positive control) compared to buffer-

treated K562 cells (Figure S6D). These results indicate that fucosylation of cells improves their ability to 

compete with KG1a cells for E-selectin expressed on CHO-E cells.  

This case study and the one presented in the main text where glycan structures on cell surface glycoproteins 

essential for binding to selectins are manipulated either by their specific removal or their addition by various 

enzymes not only recapitulated the importance of sLex to the binding of cells to E-selectin, but also emphasized 

the role of sialic acid and fucose to the rolling interactions of cells on E-selectin expressing surfaces in a 

competitive manner for the first time. 
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METHODS 

Preparation of substrate-expressing cells for FMCR:  

The PPFC assay requires preparing a plate seeded with a confluent monolayer of substrate expressing cells 

(e.g. CHO-E). To achieve this, the substrate-expressing cells were assessed for the expression of the substrate 

(e.g. E-selectin) before seeding using surface marker expression analysis via flow cytometry (or an equivalent 

technique; data not shown). Subsequently, the cells were then seeded on tissue culture-treated cover slips for 

an amount of time sufficient to form a confluent monolayer of cells and before reaching over-confluence (i.e. 

preferably between 70-90% confluency). We found that confluency was a critical factor as the inter-cellular 

spaces can heavily affect the rolling dynamics of the cells under flow, likely due to intermittent exposure to 

cell capturing substrate molecules. An assessment of cell growth kinetics was performed in order to 

determine the time needed to form the cell monolayer on cover slips (data not shown). 

Fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS):  

Cells were harvested and 1-2x105 cells from each cell line or treatment condition were washed twice using 

1X PBS before staining with the primary antibody of interest at 1:100 dilution and incubated at 4oC for 30 

minutes in 1% FBS in HBSS (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA). Cells were washed twice and stained with the 

appropriate secondary antibody for 15 minutes at 1:200 dilution at 4oC. Typically, anti-mouse IgG secondary 

antibodies conjugated with various fluorophores (AF405, AF546 and/or AF680) were used either alone or in 

combination (mixture of 2 or 3 fluorophores) to stain the primary antibodies at a concentration of 5 μg/mL 

for 15 minutes at 4oC. Cells were analyzed using BD FACS CANTO II (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, 

USA). AF405 was excited by the 405 nm laser and detected by the 450/50 filter, AF546 was excited by 488 

nm laser and detected by 585/42 filter and AF680 was excited by a 633 nm laser and detected by a 780/60 

filter. FACS data were analyzed using FlowJo (FlowJo LLC., Ashland, OR, USA) using the isotype antibody 

as a control. 
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Data representation and statistical analysis using the R software package:  

We developed a comprehensive data analysis pipeline specifically designed for the output of the video 

analysis performed by the Imaris software (see “FMCR Sample Analysis Pipeline” below). It aimed to make 

use of the high temporal resolution and the high number of events needed to achieve high statistical power 

and sensitivity. The analysis focused on the rolling parameters affected by the adhesion kinetics such as the 

number of rolling cells, the rolling duration, the rolling displacement and the rolling velocity. The pipeline 

incorporates statistical analysis of multiple hypothesis testing and the post-hoc multiple comparisons. 

Enzyme Treatment:  

N-Linked glycoprotein was removed in KG1a cells by treating the lysate with commercially available PNGase 

F (8 units/mL) diluted with G7 buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.5)) and 1% Nonidet P-40 for 24 h at 

37 °C. O-Glycans were removed by O-sialoglycoprotein endopeptidase (OSGE) (240 μg/mL) treatment for 4 

h at 37 °C. OSGE was lyophilized in HEPES buffer (pH 7.4) and replenished in the same buffer containing 1% 

BSA. Sialic acid was removed by incubating V. cholerae neuraminidase (0.2 unit/mL) in 50 mM sodium acetate 

buffer (pH 5.5) containing 5mM CaCl2 and 150 mM NaCl with lysate for 3 h at 37 °C. As a control for the 

treatment conditions, cells for each enzyme digestion were treated with the same buffer and incubated for the 

same duration and temperature but without the enzymes. For fucosyltransferase treatment, K562 cells were 

harvested, washed twice with Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and then resuspended at a density of 

1x106 cells/mL in recombinant human fucosyltransferase (rhFTVI; produced in our laboratory) reaction buffer 

[25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) (Gibco Invitrogen), 0.1% human serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 mM GDP-

fucose (Sigma), 5 mM MnCl2] and appropriate amount of purified rhFTVI enzyme in HBSS and incubated at 

37 °C for 30 minutes. Buffer only controls without the rhFTVI enzyme were used as a negative control. The 

cells were then washed twice with HBSS and 10 mM EDTA. 

Hypothesis testing:  

Multiple hypothesis testing was performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by multiple 

pairwise comparisons Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) testing. Two-sample hypothesis testing was 

performed using Student’s T-test. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure S1. Schematic illustration of the PPFC setup for the FMCR.  

A monolayer of ligand-expressing adherent cells is grown on a tissue culture-coated coverslip (eg. CHO-E 
cells). A PPFC is assembled and positioned on the stage of the confocal laser scanning system where the cell 
monolayer is kept in native culture conditions of medium and temperature. A mixture of labeled cell suspension 
is run through connecting tubes under controlled flow brought about by a programmable syringe pump. Rolling 
events are detected using a confocal laser scanning system in a time-series experiment. The system excites a 
combination of spectrally separated fluorophores simultaneously using single-wavelength laser lines. Emission 
signals denoting distinct cells are captured using a charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging camera. The time-
series experiment is exported for downstream analysis using flow-tracking software. 
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Figure S2. Labeling of KG1a cells using a combination of three fluorophores to form seven distinctive UFIs.  

(A) Fluorescence images of the UFIs used to tag up to seven samples using a combination of three fluorophores: 
AF405, AF546 and AF680. (B) Confirmation of absence of the spectral overlap in combinatorial staining using 
uncompensated FACS analysis. (C) Example frame of the FMCR assay showing the mixture of seven samples 
tagged with 7 different UFIs. AF, Alexa-Fluor. Size bar =10 μm. 
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Figure S3. Detection of fluorescence tagging bias using seven identical samples of KG-1a cells.  

(A) Model of experimental setup illustrating that every 30-seconds the shear stress was varied starting from 2 
dyne/cm2 up to a maximum of 20 dyne/cm2 following a 2-minute flow at 0.2 dyne/cm2 in order to establish 
initial interactions of the cells with the E-selectin expressing monolayer. Representative screen-shots of the 
cells under flow shear stress magnitudes from 2 dyne/cm2 to 20 dyne/cm2 are shown. At each of the 30-second 
shear stress step, a series of snapshots were taken; the raw image (left) is shown along with an image where 
the rolling events were reconstructed using the Imaris cell tracking software (right). (B) The software 
reconstruction of the rolling tracks. The track colors represent the rolling of the cells at increasing shear stress 
intervals of seven UFIs. (C) The rolling duration of the KG-1a cells tagged with seven different UFIs from 3 
replicated experiments at increasing shear stress intervals. (D) The total number of rolling cells. (E) The mean 
velocity per shear stress step from three replicated experiments. (F) The mean number of rolling cells per shear 
stress step from three replicated experiments. Error bars represent the standard deviation (SD). Size bar = 10 
μm. 
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Figure S4. Sample experiment highlighting how deglycosylation (OSGE, PNGase-F, sialidase) treatment of 
KG-1a cells disturbs rolling over E-selectin-expressing CHO cells.  

(A) Representative screen-shots of the cells under flow at each shear stress step from 2-20 dyne/cm2 is shown. 
At each of the 30-second shear stress steps (Figure S3A, top), a series of snapshots were taken; the raw image 
is shown (left) along with an image where the rolling events were reconstructed using the Imaris cell tracking 
software (right). (B) The software reconstruction of the rolling tracks. The track colors represent the rolling of 
the cells at increasing shear stress intervals of seven UFIs. Size bar = 10 μm. 
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Figure S5. Sample experiment highlighting how the addition of fucose by rhFTVI to create sLex structures on 
K562 cells is able to enhance their ability to roll over E-selectin-expressing CHO cells in a competitive manner.  

(A) Representative screen-shots of cells under flow at 0.2 dyne/cm2, 2 dyne/cm2, and 5 dyne/cm2 is shown. At 
each of the 30-second shear stress steps (Figure S3A, top), a series of snapshots were taken; the raw image is 
shown (left) along with an image where the rolling events were reconstructed using the Imaris cell tracking 
software (right). Rolling interactions, captured using a confocal laser scanning system at a rate of 1 
frame/second, at 0.2 dyne/cm2, 2 dyne/cm2, and 5 dyne/cm2 are shown. (B) Cell tracking analysis was 
performed using the Imaris 8 software, which allowed for the reconstruction of the rolling tracks. The track 
colors represent the rolling of the cells at increasing shear stress intervals of six UFIs. Size bar = 10 μm. 
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Figure S6. Case study highlighting how manipulation of glycosylation using ex vivo fucosyltransferase 
treatment of hematopoietic cells enhances their rolling over E-selectin-expressing CHO cells.  

(A-D) Sample experiment highlighting how the addition of fucose by rhFTVI to create sLex structures on K562 
cells is able to enhance their ability to roll over E-selectin-expressing CHO cells in a competitive manner. (A) 
The average rolling duration from 3 independent experiments at increasing shear stress intervals. (B) The total 
number of rolling cells. (C) The velocity per shear stress step for three independent experiments. (D) The mean 
number of rolling cells per shear stress step from three independent experiments. Data are represented as the 
mean ± SD (n=3 independent experiments; (*) P £ 0.01, (**) P £ 0.001, (***) P £ 0.0001. 
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TABLES 

Table S1: Tukey's honest significant difference (HSD) multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the rolling 
duration between different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells. 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405 6.64  -14.96  28.24  0.97 

AF680-AF405 -1.95  -24.06  20.17  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405 -6.52  -27.52  14.48  0.97 

AF405/AF680-AF405 -5.45  -25.44  14.54  0.98 

AF546/AF680-AF405 -1.34  -22.60  19.93  1.00 

Triple-AF405 -0.35  -20.52  19.82  1.00 

AF680-AF546 -8.59  -30.24  13.06  0.90 

AF405/AF546-AF546 -13.16  -33.67  7.34  0.48 

AF405/AF680-AF546 -12.09  -31.57  7.38  0.52 

AF546/AF680-AF546 -7.98  -28.76  12.80  0.92 

Triple-AF546  -6.99  -26.65  12.66  0.94 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -4.57  -25.62  16.47  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  -3.50  -23.55  16.54  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF680  0.61  -20.70  21.92  1.00 

Triple-AF680  1.60  -18.62  21.82  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  1.07  -17.74  19.87  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  5.18  -14.97  25.33  0.99 

Triple-AF405/AF546  6.17  -12.82  25.16  0.96 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  4.11  -14.99  23.22  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF680  5.10  -12.77  22.98  0.98 

Triple-AF546/AF680  0.99  -18.30  20.27  1.00 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S2: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the mean number of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells. 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF405/AF546-AF405 9.33 -39.86 58.52 0.99 

AF405/AF680-AF405 22.33  -26.86  71.52  0.71 

AF546-AF405  3.67  -45.52  52.86  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405  6.67  -42.52  55.86  1.00 

AF680-AF405  -0.33  -49.52  48.86  1.00 

Triple-AF405  19.67  -29.52  68.86  0.81 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  13.00  -36.19  62.19  0.97 

AF546-AF405/AF546  -5.67  -54.86  43.52  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -2.67  -51.86  46.52  1.00 

AF680-AF405/AF546  -9.67  -58.86  39.52  0.99 

Triple-AF405/AF546  10.33  -38.86  59.52  0.99 

AF546-AF405/AF680  -18.67  -67.86  30.52  0.84 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -15.67  -64.86  33.52  0.92 

AF680-AF405/AF680  -22.67  -71.86  26.52  0.70 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -2.67  -51.86  46.52  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF546  3.00  -46.19  52.19  1.00 

AF680-AF546  -4.00  -53.19  45.19  1.00 

Triple-AF546  16.00  -33.19  65.19  0.91 

AF680-AF546/AF680  -7.00  -56.19  42.19  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  13.00  -36.19  62.19  0.97 

Triple-AF680  20.00  -29.19  69.19  0.80 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S3: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the mean number of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 2 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 0:673; p = 0:674). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  0.11  -22.26  22.47  1.00 

AF680-AF405  -5.69  -28.05  16.68  0.97 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -1.74  -24.11  20.62  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405  1.92  -20.45  24.28  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -2.04  -24.41  20.33  1.00 

Triple-AF405  6.59  -15.77  28.96  0.94 

AF680-AF546  -5.80  -28.16  16.57  0.97 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -1.85  -24.22  20.51  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  1.81  -20.56  24.18  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -2.15  -24.51  20.22  1.00 

Triple-AF546  6.48  -15.88  28.85  0.95 

AF405/AF546-AF680  3.94  -18.42  26.31  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  7.61  -14.76  29.97  0.90 

AF546/AF680-AF680  3.65  -18.72  26.02  1.00 

Triple-AF680  12.28  -10.09  34.65  0.53 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  3.66  -18.70  26.03  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.29  -22.66  22.07  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF546  8.34  -14.03  30.70  0.85 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -3.96  -26.32  18.41  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF680  4.67  -17.69  27.04  0.99 

Triple-AF546/AF680  8.63  -13.74  31.00  0.83 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S4: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the mean number of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 5 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 1:205; p = 0:36). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  4.06  -15.76  23.87  0.99 

AF680-AF405  -3.12  -22.94  16.69  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  4.28  -15.54  24.09  0.99 

AF405/AF680-AF405  7.28  -12.54  27.09  0.86 

AF546/AF680-AF405  0.37  -19.45  20.18  1.00 

Triple-AF405  9.91  -9.91  29.73  0.62 

AF680-AF546  -7.18  -26.99  12.64  0.87 

AF405/AF546-AF546  0.22  -19.59  20.04  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  3.22  -16.59  23.04  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -3.69  -23.51  16.13  0.99 

Triple-AF546  5.86  -13.96  25.67  0.94 

AF405/AF546-AF680  7.40  -12.42  27.22  0.85 

AF405/AF680-AF680  10.40  -9.42  30.22  0.57 

AF546/AF680-AF680  3.49  -16.33  23.31  1.00 

Triple-AF680  13.03 -6.78  32.85  0.33 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  3.00  -16.82  22.82  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -3.91  -23.73  15.91  0.99 

Triple-AF405/AF546  5.63  -14.18  25.45  0.95 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -6.91  -26.73  12.91  0.89 

Triple-AF405/AF680  2.63  -17.18  22.45  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  9.54  -10.27  29.36  0.66 
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Table S5: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the mean number of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 7 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 0:851; p = 0:553). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  3.59  -14.38  21.56  0.99 

AF680-AF405  -0.86  -18.82  17.11  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  3.42  -14.54  21.39  0.99 

AF405/AF680-AF405  7.83  -10.13  25.80  0.75 

AF546/AF680-AF405  1.88  -16.09  19.84  1.00 

Triple-AF405  7.76  -10.21  25.72  0.75 

AF680-AF546  -4.44  -22.41  13.52  0.98 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -0.17  -18.13  17.80  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  4.24  -13.72  22.21  0.98 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -1.71  -19.68  16.26  1.00 

Triple-AF546  4.17  -13.80  22.13  0.98 

AF405/AF546-AF680  4.28  -13.69  22.24  0.98 

AF405/AF680-AF680  8.69  -9.28  26.66  0.66 

AF546/AF680-AF680  2.73  -15.23  20.70  1.00 

Triple-AF680  8.61  -9.36  26.58  0.66 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  4.41  -13.56  22.38  0.98 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -1.54  -19.51  16.42  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF546  4.33  -13.63  22.30  0.98 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -5.96  -23.92  12.01  0.91 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -0.08  -18.04  17.89  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  5.88  -12.09  23.84  0.91 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S6: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the mean number of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 10 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 0:358; p = 0:893). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  

 

 

 

 

 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405 - 0.53  -17.32  16.25  1.00 

AF680-AF405  -0.91  -17.69  15.87  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -0.92  -17.70  15.87  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405  4.87  -11.91  21.65  0.95 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -0.54  -17.32  16.24  1.00 

Triple-AF405  1.21  -15.57  17.99  1.00 

AF680-AF546  -0.38  -17.16  16.41  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -0.38  -17.17  16.40  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  5.40  -11.38  22.18  0.92 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -0.01  -16.79  16.78  1.00 

Triple-AF546  1.74  -15.04  18.53  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.01  -16.79  16.78  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  5.78  -11.01  22.56  0.89 

AF546/AF680-AF680  0.37  -16.41  17.15  1.00 

Triple-AF680  2.12  -14.66  18.90  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  5.78  -11.00  22.57  0.89 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  0.38  -16.41  17.16  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF546  2.13  -14.66  18.91  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -5.41  -22.19  11.37  0.92 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -3.66  -20.44  13.12  0.99 

Triple-AF546/AF680  1.75  -15.03  18.53  1.00 
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Table S7: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the mean number of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 15 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 0:454; p = 0:831). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  

 

0.44  -14.54  15.43  1.00 

AF680-AF405  -0.38  -15.37  14.60  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -1.92  -16.90  13.07  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405  4.72  -10.26  19.71  0.93 

AF546/AF680-AF405  1.34  -13.65  16.32  1.00 

Triple-AF405  1.81  -13.17  16.80  1.00 

AF680-AF546  -0.82  -15.81  14.16  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -2.36  -17.35  12.62  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  4.28  -10.71  19.26  0.95 

AF546/AF680-AF546  0.89  -14.09  15.88  1.00 

Triple-AF546  1.37  -13.61  16.36  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -1.54  -16.52  13.45  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  5.10  -9.88  20.09  0.90 

AF546/AF680-AF680  1.72  -13.27  16.70  1.00 

Triple-AF680  2.20  -12.79  17.18  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  6.64  -8.34  21.63  0.73 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  3.26  -11.73  18.24  0.99 

Triple-AF405/AF546  3.73  -11.25  18.72  0.97 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -3.38  -18.37  11.60  0.98 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -2.91  -17.89  12.08  0.99 

Triple-AF546/AF680  0.48  -14.51  15.46  1.00 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S8: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the mean number of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 20 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 1:258; p = 0:337). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  2.63  -12.02  17.29  1.00 

AF680-AF405  1.26  -13.40  15.91  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  1.00  -13.66  15.66  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405  9.18  -5.48  23.84  0.38 

AF546/AF680-AF405  4.41  -10.25  19.07  0.94 

Triple-AF405  7.01  -7.65  21.67  0.67 

AF680-AF546  -1.38  -16.04  13.28  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -1.63  -16.29  13.02  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  6.54  -8.11  21.20  0.73 

AF546/AF680-AF546  1.78  -12.88  16.44  1.00 

Triple-AF546  4.38  -10.28  19.04  0.94 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.26  -14.91  14.40  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  7.92  -6.74  22.58  0.54 

AF546/AF680-AF680  3.16  -11.50  17.81  0.99 

Triple-AF680  5.76  -8.90  20.41  0.82 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  8.18  -6.48  22.84  0.51 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  3.41  -11.25  18.07  0.98 

Triple-AF405/AF546  6.01  -8.65  20.67  0.79 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -4.77  -19.42  9.89  0.91 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -2.17  -16.82  12.49  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  2.60  -12.06  17.26  1.00 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S9: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the velocity of rolling cells between different 
UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 2 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 0:575; p = 0:744). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  -0.37  -1.44  0.69  0.88 

AF680-AF405  -0.40  -1.46  0.67  0.85 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -0.51  -1.57  0.56  0.67 

AF405/AF680-AF405  -0.23  -1.29  0.84  0.99 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -0.20  -1.26  0.87  0.99 

Triple-AF405  -0.37  -1.44  0.69  0.88 

AF680-AF546  -0.02  -1.09  1.04  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -0.13  -1.20  0.93  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  0.14  -0.92  1.21  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF546  0.18  -0.89  1.24  1.00 

Triple-AF546  0.00  -1.06  1.07  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.11  -1.17  0.95  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  0.17  -0.90  1.23  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF680  0.20  -0.87  1.26  0.99 

Triple-AF680  0.02  -1.04  1.09  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  0.28  -0.79  1.34  0.97 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  0.31  -0.76  1.37  0.95 

Triple-AF405/AF546  0.13  -0.93  1.20  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  0.03  -1.03  1.10  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -0.14  -1.21  0.92  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  -0.18  -1.24  0.89  1.00 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S10: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the velocity of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 5 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 0:796; p = 0:588). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  -0.24  -1.19  0.70  0.97 

AF680-AF405  0.05  -0.89  0.99  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -0.15  -1.10  0.79  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405  -0.18  -1.12  0.77  0.99 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -0.48  -1.43  0.46  0.60 

Triple-AF405  -0.21  -1.15  0.74  0.99 

AF680-AF546  0.29  -0.65  1.24  0.93 

AF405/AF546-AF546  0.09  -0.85  1.04  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  0.06  -0.88  1.01  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -0.24  -1.19  0.70  0.97 

Triple-AF546  0.03  -0.91  0.98  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.20  -1.15  0.74  0.99 

AF405/AF680-AF680  -0.23  -1.17  0.72  0.98 

AF546/AF680-AF680  -0.53  -1.48  0.41  0.49 

Triple-AF680  -0.26  -1.20  0.69  0.96 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.03  -0.97  0.92  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.33  -1.28  0.61  0.88 

Triple-AF405/AF546  -0.06  -1.00  0.89  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -0.31  -1.25  0.64  0.92 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -0.03  -0.97  0.92  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  0.28  -0.67  1.22  0.95 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S11: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the velocity of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 7 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 3:296; p = 0:0309). 

 Diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  0.01  -0.45  0.46  1.00 

AF680-AF405  0.16  -0.30  0.62  0.88 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -0.03  -0.49  0.42  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405  -0.04  -0.50  0.42  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -0.38  -0.84  0.08  0.14 

Triple-AF405  -0.19  -0.65  0.26  0.78 

AF680-AF546  0.16  -0.30  0.61  0.90 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -0.04  -0.50  0.42  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF546  -0.05  -0.50  0.41  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -0.39  -0.84  0.07  0.13 

Triple-AF546  -0.20  -0.65  0.26  0.75 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.20  -0.65  0.26  0.76 

AF405/AF680-AF680  -0.20  -0.66  0.25  0.73 

AF546/AF680-AF680  -0.54  -1.00  -0.08  0.02 

Triple-AF680  -0.35  -0.81  0.10  0.19 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.01  -0.46  0.45  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.35  -0.80  0.11  0.20 

Triple-AF405/AF546  -0.16  -0.61  0.30  0.89 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -0.34  -0.79  0.12  0.22 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -0.15  -0.61  0.31  0.91 

Triple-AF546/AF680  0.19  -0.27  0.64  0.79 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S12: Tukey’s HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the velocity of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 10 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 3:421; p = 0:0271). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  0.40  -0.12  0.91  0.19 

AF680-AF405  0.22  -0.29  0.74  0.76 

AF405/AF546-AF405  0.15  -0.36  0.67  0.94 

AF405/AF680-AF405  -0.07  -0.58  0.45  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -0.08  -0.59  0.44  1.00 

Triple-AF405  -0.16  -0.68  0.36  0.93 

AF680-AF546  -0.17  -0.69  0.34  0.90 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -0.24  -0.76  0.27  0.68 

AF405/AF680-AF546  -0.46  -0.98  0.05  0.09 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -0.47  -0.99  0.04  0.08 

Triple-AF546  -0.56  -1.07  -0.04  0.03 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.07  -0.58  0.45  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  -0.29  -0.81  0.23  0.50 

AF546/AF680-AF680  -0.30  -0.81  0.22  0.47 

Triple-AF680  -0.38  -0.90  0.13  0.22 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.22  -0.74  0.30  0.76 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.23  -0.75  0.29  0.73 

Triple-AF405/AF546  -0.31  -0.83  0.20  0.42 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -0.01  -0.52  0.51  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -0.09  -0.61  0.42  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  -0.08  -0.60  0.43  1.00 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S13: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the velocity of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 15 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 1:231; p = 0:348). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  0.19  -0.72  1.09  0.99 

AF680-AF405  0.09  -0.81  1.00  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -0.19  -1.10  0.72  0.99 

AF405/AF680-AF405  -0.24  -1.15  0.66  0.96 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -0.42  -1.33  0.49  0.70 

Triple-AF405  -0.11  -1.02  0.79  1.00 

AF680-AF546  -0.09  -1.00  0.82  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF546  -0.38  -1.29  0.53  0.78 

AF405/AF680-AF546  -0.43  -1.34  0.48  0.68 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -0.61  -1.51  0.30  0.32 

Triple-AF546  -0.30  -1.21  0.61  0.91 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.29  -1.20  0.62  0.92 

AF405/AF680-AF680  -0.34  -1.25  0.57  0.85 

AF546/AF680-AF680  -0.51  -1.42  0.39  0.49 

Triple-AF680  -0.21  -1.12  0.70  0.98 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.05  -0.96  0.86  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  -0.23  -1.14  0.68  0.97 

Triple-AF405/AF546  0.08  -0.83  0.99  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -0.18  -1.08  0.73  0.99 

Triple-AF405/AF680  0.13  -0.78  1.04  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  0.31  -0.60  1.21  0.90 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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Table S14: Tukey's HSD multiple pairwise comparison analysis of the velocity of rolling cells between 
different UFI-tagged KG-1a cells at 20 dyne/cm2; –F(6; 14 = 1:399; p = 0:282). 

 diff lwr upr adj 

AF546-AF405  0.54  -0.57  1.64  0.65 

AF680-AF405  -0.16  -1.26  0.95  1.00 

AF405/AF546-AF405  -0.30  -1.41  0.80  0.96 

AF405/AF680-AF405  -0.04  -1.15  1.06  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405  -0.08  -1.19  1.02  1.00 

Triple-AF405  -0.18  -1.29  0.92  1.00 

AF680-AF546  -0.69  -1.80  0.41  0.38 

AF405/AF546-AF546 -0.84  -1.94  0.26  0.20 

AF405/AF680-AF546  -0.58  -1.68  0.52  0.57 

AF546/AF680-AF546  -0.62  -1.72  0.48  0.50 

Triple-AF546  -0.72  -1.82  0.39  0.34 

AF405/AF546-AF680  -0.15  -1.25  0.96  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF680  0.11  -0.99  1.22  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF680  0.07  -1.03  1.18  1.00 

Triple-AF680  -0.02  -1.13  1.08  1.00 

AF405/AF680-AF405/AF546  0.26  -0.84  1.36  0.98 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF546  0.22  -0.88  1.32  0.99 

Triple-AF405/AF546  0.12  -0.98  1.22  1.00 

AF546/AF680-AF405/AF680  -0.04  -1.14  1.06  1.00 

Triple-AF405/AF680  -0.14  -1.24  0.97  1.00 

Triple-AF546/AF680  -0.10  -1.20  1.01  1.00 

diff: difference; lwr: lower; upr: upper; adj: adjusted p-value  
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FMCR SAMPLE ANALYSIS PIPELINE: 

 

	  



# Packages 
----------------------------------------------------------------
library(plyr)
library(ggplot2)
library(reshape2)

# Working directory 
-------------------------------------------------------
Directory = setwd("/media/ayman/master/home/khodieaf/ayman/PhD/mccr/
20151115/")
dirs = list.dirs(recursive = F, full.names = F)
files = gsub("\\.xls", "", list.files(dirs[1], pattern = ".*xls"))[-8]

# Conditions 
--------------------------------------------------------------
conditions = read.table("./conditions.txt", header = T, 
stringsAsFactors = F, sep = "\t")
dic = conditions$Condition
names(dic) = conditions$Color

# shear stress ranges 
-----------------------------------------------------
ranges = read.table("./flowRateRanges.txt", header = T, 
stringsAsFactors = F, sep = "\t")

# Number of rolling cells 
-------------------------------------------------
## Populate the data
experiment.tracks = vector(mode = "list")
experiment.list = vector(mode = "list")
for (x in 1:length(dirs)) {
    tracks = vector(mode = "list")
    counts.list = vector(mode = "list")
    for (i in 1:length(files)) {

message(paste(dirs[x], files[i]))
f = file.path(dirs[x], files[i], paste0(files[i],".csv.0"))
if (length(readLines(f)) > 4) {

tracks[[i]] = as.numeric(strsplit(grep("Tracks", 
readLines(f), value = T), ",")[[1]][2])

names(tracks)[i] = files[i]
counts.list[[i]] = read.csv(f, header=T, skip=1, nrows = 

length(readLines(f))-4)
names(counts.list)[i] = files[i]

} else {
tracks[[i]] = 0
names(tracks)[i] = files[i]
counts.list[[i]] = data.frame()
names(counts.list)[i] = files[i]

}
    }
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    tracksDF = ldply(tracks)
    experiment.tracks[[x]] = tracksDF
    names(experiment.tracks)[x] = dirs[x]
    countsDF = ldply(counts.list)
    experiment.list[[x]] = countsDF
    names(experiment.list)[x] = dirs[x]
}
experimentTracks = ldply(experiment.tracks, .id = "Experiment")
experimentCounts = ldply(experiment.list, .id = "Experiment")

for (i in 1:nrow(experimentCounts)) {
    experimentCounts[i,8] = dic[as.character(experimentCounts[i,2])]
}

for (i in 1:nrow(experimentCounts)) {
    for (r in 1:nrow(ranges)) {

if (experimentCounts[i,6] >= ranges[r,1] & experimentCounts[i,
6] <= ranges[r,2]) {

experimentCounts[i,9] = ranges[r,3]
}

    }
}
names(experimentCounts)[8:9] = c("condition", "shear")
experimentCounts$condition = factor(experimentCounts$condition, levels 
= c("AF405", "AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/AF680", "AF546/
AF680", "Triple"))

## Number of rolling cells per time point
ggplot(experimentCounts, aes(Time, Value, 

#color=.id, 
group=Experiment))+

    geom_point(size = 0.5)+
    facet_grid(Experiment~condition)+
    #stat_smooth(alpha=0.5, size=0.5, color= "black")+
    theme_bw()+
    theme(strip.text=element_text(size = 18),

strip.text.y = element_blank(),
text= element_text(size = 24),
legend.position="none")+

    ylab("Number of rolling cells")
ggsave(filename = "ut_kg1a_rawNumbers.pdf", height=12, width=26)

## Number of rolling cells per flow rate step
flow.list = split(experimentCounts, experimentCounts$Experiment)
mean.flow.list = vector(mode = "list")
for (i in 1:length(flow.list)) {
    mean.flow.list[[i]] = melt(dcast(flow.list[[i]], condition ~ 
shear, value.var = "Value", fill=0, fun.aggregate = mean))
}
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mean.flow.DF = cbind(mean.flow.list[[1]], mean.flow.list[[2]]$value, 
mean.flow.list[[3]]$value)
mean.flow.DF$mean = apply(mean.flow.DF[,3:5],1,mean)
mean.flow.DF$sd = apply(mean.flow.DF[,3:5],1,sd)
mean.flow.DF$variable = 
as.numeric(as.character(mean.flow.DF$variable))
mean.flow.DF$condition = factor(mean.flow.DF$condition, levels = 
c("AF405", "AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/AF680", "AF546/
AF680", "Triple"))
ggplot(mean.flow.DF, aes(variable, mean, 

#shape=condition, 
group=condition))+

    geom_point(size=1.5)+
    geom_line(aes(variable,mean), size=0.5)+
    #scale_color_manual(values = c("black", "blue", "darkgreen", 
"red", "cyan", "purple", "orange", "pink"), name="Condition")+
    geom_errorbar(aes(ymax=mean+sd, ymin=mean-sd), width=0.1)+
    theme_bw()+
    theme(text=element_text(size=16))+
    xlab(expression(paste("Shear stress (dyne/cm"^"2",")")))+
    ylab("Number of rolling cells")+
    scale_linetype_discrete(name="Condition")+
    scale_shape_discrete(name="Condition")+
    facet_grid(.~condition)+
    #theme(legend.position="none")+
    ylim(c(0,40))
ggsave("ut_kg1a_NumbersPerShear.pdf", height=3, width=18)

## ANOVA and TukeyHSD
mfdm = mean.flow.DF[,-c(6,7)]
names(mfdm)[2] = "shear"

mfdm = reshape2::melt(mfdm, id.vars = c("condition", "shear"))
mfdm_tmp = mfdm
mfdm_tmp$shear = as.factor(mfdm_tmp$shear)
# mfdm_aov = aov(value ~ condition * shear, data = mfdm_tmp)
# summary(mfdm_aov)
# mfdm_tk = TukeyHSD(mfdm_aov)[[3]]
# shears = levels(factor(mfdm$shear))
# mfdm_tk_list = vector(length = length(shears), mode = "list")
# for (i in 1:length(shears)) {
#     mfdm_tk_list[[i]] = mfdm_tk[grep(paste0("^.*:", shears[i], 
"-.*:", shears[i], "$"), rownames(mfdm_tk)),]
#     names(mfdm_tk_list)[i] = shears[i]
#     print(knitr::kable(mfdm_tk_list[[i]]))
# }
# mfdm_tk_DF = do.call(rbind, mfdm_tk_list)
# write.csv(mfdm_tk_DF, "./
tukey_untreatedKG1a_numberOfCellsPerShear.csv", quote = F, row.names = 
T, col.names = T)
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mfdm_split = split(mfdm_tmp, mfdm_tmp$shear)

for (n in mfdm_split) {
    shear = n$shear[1]
    message(shear)
    n_aov = aov(value ~ condition, data = n)
    print(summary(n_aov))
    n_tk = TukeyHSD(n_aov)[[1]]
    #print(s_tk)
    filename = paste0("Number_tukey_", shear)
    write.csv(n_tk, filename, row.names = T, quote = F)
}

# Track duration 
----------------------------------------------------------
TrackDuration.list = vector(mode = "list")
for (x in 1:length(dirs)) {
    trackDuration.list = vector(mode = "list")
    for (i in 1:length(files)) {

message(paste(dirs[x], files[i]))
f = file.path(dirs[x], files[i], paste0(files[i],".csv.44"))
if (f %in% list.files(file.path(dirs[x], files[i]), full.names 

= T)) {
if (length(readLines(f)) > 3) {

trackDuration.list[[i]] = read.csv(f, header=T, 
skip=1)

names(trackDuration.list)[i] = files[i]
}

} else {
trackDuration.list[[i]] = data.frame()
names(trackDuration.list)[i] = files[i]

}
    }
    TrackDurationDF = ldply(trackDuration.list)
    TrackDuration.list[[x]] = TrackDurationDF
    names(TrackDuration.list)[x] = dirs[x]
}
experimentTrackDuration = ldply(TrackDuration.list, .id = 
"Experiment")
ValidTracks = experimentTrackDuration[experimentTrackDuration$Value > 
4,]
for (i in 1:nrow(ValidTracks)) {ValidTracks[i,7] = 
dic[as.character(ValidTracks[i,2])]}
names(ValidTracks)[7] = "condition"
ValidTracks$condition = factor(ValidTracks$condition, levels = 
c("AF405", "AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/AF680", "AF546/
AF680", "Triple"))

duration = dcast(ValidTracks, condition ~ Experiment, value.var = 
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"Value", fun.aggregate = mean)
duration$mean = apply(duration[,2:4], 1, mean)
duration$sd = apply(duration[2:4], 1, sd)

# ggplot(ValidTracks, aes(condition, log(Value)))+
#     geom_jitter(shape=19, size=5)

ggplot(duration, aes(condition, mean, width=0.75))+
    #scale_fill_manual(values = c("black", "blue", "darkgreen", "red", 
"cyan", "purple", "orange", "white"), name="Condition")+
    geom_bar(stat="identity", color="black", fill = "gray", 
size=0.75)+
    geom_errorbar(aes(ymax=mean+sd, ymin=mean-sd),position = 
position_dodge(width=0.9), width=0.25)+
    theme_classic()+
    scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))+
    xlab("UFI")+
    ylab("Rolling duration (s)")+
    theme(text = element_text(size=16), axis.text.x=element_text(angle 
= 90, vjust=1), legend.position='none')
ggsave("ut_kg1a_3.pdf", height=5, width=6)

duration2 = melt(duration, id.vars = c("condition", "mean", "sd"))
ggplot()+
    geom_boxplot(data = ValidTracks, aes(x = condition, y = Value), 
width=0.75)+
    geom_jitter(data = ValidTracks, aes(x = condition, y = Value), 
width = 0.35, alpha = 0.1, color = "darkblue")+
    ylab("Rolling duration (s)")+
    xlab("UFI")+
    ylim(c(0,180))+
    theme_bw()+
    theme(text = element_text(size=16), axis.text.x=element_text(angle 
= 45, vjust=0.5), legend.position='none')
ggsave("ut_kg1a_Duration.pdf", height=5, width=6)

mean(ValidTracks$Value)
sd(ValidTracks$Value)

## ANOVA and Tukey's
duration_aov = aov(Value ~ condition, data = ValidTracks)
summary(duration_aov)
duration_tk = TukeyHSD(duration_aov)[[1]]
write.csv(duration_tk, "./tukey_untreatedKG1a_duration.csv",

row.names = T, col.names = T, quote = F)

# Number of tracks 
--------------------------------------------------------
tracks = melt(ftable(ValidTracks[c("Experiment", ".id")]))
names(tracks) = c("experiment", "color", "number.of.cells")
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tracks$color = as.character(tracks$color)
for (i in 1:nrow(tracks)) {tracks[i,4] = dic[tracks[i,2]]}
names(tracks)[4] = "condition"

## find the mean of 2 replicates
meanTracks = dcast(tracks, condition ~ experiment ,value.var = 
"number.of.cells", fun.aggregate = mean)
meanTracks$mean = apply(meanTracks[,2:4],1, mean)
meanTracks$sd = apply(meanTracks[,2:4],1, sd)
meanTracks$condition = factor(meanTracks$condition, levels = 
c("AF405", "AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/AF680", "AF546/
AF680", "Triple"))

ggplot(meanTracks, aes(condition, mean, width=0.75))+
    geom_bar(stat="identity", fill="white", color="black", size=0.5)+
    geom_errorbar(aes(ymax=mean+sd, ymin=mean-sd),position = 
position_dodge(width=0.9), width=0.25)+
    theme_classic()+
    scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))+
    xlab("Treatment")+
    ylab("Total number of rolling cells")+
    theme(text = element_text(size=16), axis.text.x=element_text(angle 
= 90))
ggsave("ut_kg1a_TotalNumber.pdf", height=5, width=6)

mean(as.vector(as.matrix(meanTracks[,c(2:4)])))
sd(as.vector(as.matrix(meanTracks[,c(2:4)])))

## ANOVA and Tukey's
tracks_aov = aov(number.of.cells ~ condition, data = tracks)
summary(tracks_aov)
tracks_tk = TukeyHSD(tracks_aov)[[1]]
write.csv(tracks_tk, "./tukey_untreatedKG1a_numberOfCellsTotal.csv", 
row.names = T, col.names = T, quote = F)

# Track displacement 
------------------------------------------------------
## Populate data
TrackDisplacement.list = vector(mode = "list")
for (x in 1:length(dirs)) {
    trackDisplacement.list = vector(mode = "list")
    for (i in 1:length(files)) {

message(paste(dirs[x], files[i]))
f = file.path(dirs[x], files[i], paste0(files[i],".csv.43"))
if (f %in% list.files(file.path(dirs[x], files[i]), full.names 

= T)) {
if (length(readLines(f)) > 3) {

trackDisplacement.list[[i]] = read.csv(f, header=T, 
skip=1)

names(trackDisplacement.list)[i] = files[i]
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}
} else {

trackDisplacement.list[[i]] = data.frame()
names(trackDisplacement.list)[i] = files[i]

}
    }
    TrackDisplacementDF = ldply(trackDisplacement.list)
    TrackDisplacement.list[[x]] = TrackDisplacementDF
    names(TrackDisplacement.list)[x] = dirs[x]
}
experimentTrackDisplacement = ldply(TrackDisplacement.list, .id = 
"Experiment")
ValidDisplacement = 
experimentTrackDisplacement[experimentTrackDisplacement$ID %in% 
ValidTracks$ID,]
for (i in 1:nrow(ValidDisplacement)) {
    ValidDisplacement[i,7] = dic[as.character(ValidDisplacement[i,2])]
}
names(ValidDisplacement)[7] = "condition"
ValidDisplacement$condition = factor(ValidDisplacement$condition, 
levels = c("AF405", "AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/AF680", 
"AF546/AF680", "Triple"))

ggplot(ValidDisplacement, aes(condition, Value))+
    geom_boxplot(width = 0.75)+
    geom_jitter(alpha = 0.1, width = 0.35, color = "darkblue")+
    ylab(expression(paste("Rolling Displacement (", mu, m, ")")))+
    xlab("UFI")+
    theme_bw()+
    theme(text = element_text(size=16), axis.text.x=element_text(angle 
= 45, vjust=0.5), legend.position='none')
ggsave("ut_kg1a_Displacement.pdf", height=5, width=6)

## ANOVA and Tukey's for Displacement
disp_aov = aov(Value ~ condition, data = ValidDisplacement)
summary(disp_aov)
disp_tk = TukeyHSD(disp_aov)[[1]]
write.csv(disp_tk, "tukey_untreatedKG1a_displacement.csv", row.names = 
T, quote = F)

displacement = dcast(ValidDisplacement, condition ~ Experiment, 
value.var = "Value", fun.aggregate = psych::geometric.mean)
displacement$mean = apply(displacement[,2:4], 1, 
psych::geometric.mean)
displacement$sd = apply(displacement[2:4], 1, sd)

## Displacement per whole run
# ggplot(displacement, aes(condition, mean, width=0.75))+
#     geom_bar(stat="identity", fill="gray", color="black", 
size=0.75)+
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#     geom_errorbar(aes(ymax=mean+sd, ymin=mean-sd),position = 
position_dodge(width=0.9), width=0.25)+
#     theme_classic()+
#     scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))+
#     xlab("Treatment")+
#     ylab(expression(paste("Rolling displacement (", mu, m, ")")))+
#     theme(text = element_text(size=16), 
axis.text.x=element_text(angle = 90))
# ggsave("ut_kg1a_5.pdf", height=5, width=6)

## Displacement per time point
Displacement.list = vector(mode = "list")
for (x in 1:length(dirs)) {
    displacement.list = vector(mode = "list")
    for (i in 1:length(files)) {

message(paste(dirs[x], files[i]))
f = file.path(dirs[x], files[i], paste0(files[i],".csv.3"))
if (f %in% list.files(file.path(dirs[x], files[i]), full.names 

= T)) {
if (length(readLines(f)) > 3) {

displacement.list[[i]] = read.csv(f, header=T, skip=1)
names(displacement.list)[i] = files[i]

}
} else {

displacement.list[[i]] = data.frame()
names(displacement.list)[i] = files[i]

}
    }
    displacementDF = ldply(displacement.list)
    Displacement.list[[x]] = displacementDF
    names(Displacement.list)[x] = dirs[x]
}
DisplacementDF = ldply(Displacement.list, .id = "Experiment")
for (i in 1:nrow(DisplacementDF)) {
    DisplacementDF[i,10] = dic[as.character(DisplacementDF[i,2])]
}
names(DisplacementDF)[10] = "condition"
DisplacementDF$condition = factor(DisplacementDF$condition, levels = 
c("AF405", "AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/AF680", "AF546/
AF680", "Triple"))

for (i in 1:nrow(DisplacementDF)) {
    for (r in 1:nrow(ranges)) {

if (DisplacementDF[i,8] >= ranges[r,1] & DisplacementDF[i,8] 
<= ranges[r,2]) {

DisplacementDF[i,11] = ranges[r,3]
}

    }
} 
names(DisplacementDF)[11] = c("shear")
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flowDisplacement.list = split(DisplacementDF, 
DisplacementDF$Experiment)
mean.flowDisplacement.list = vector(mode = "list")
for (i in 1:length(flowDisplacement.list)) {
    mean.flowDisplacement.list[[i]] = 
melt(dcast(flowDisplacement.list[[i]][flowDisplacement.list[[i]]$Time%
%30 == 0,], condition ~ shear, value.var = "Displacement.X", fill=0, 
fun.aggregate = mean))
}

mean.flowDisplacement.DF = cbind(mean.flowDisplacement.list[[1]], 
mean.flowDisplacement.list[[2]]$value, mean.flowDisplacement.list[[3]]
$value)
mean.flowDisplacement.DF$mean = apply(mean.flowDisplacement.DF[,3:5],
1,mean)
mean.flowDisplacement.DF$sd = apply(mean.flowDisplacement.DF[,3:5],
1,sd)

#mean.flowSpeed.DF$variable = 
as.numeric(as.character(mean.flowSpeed.DF$variable))
#mean.flowSpeed.DF = 
mean.flowSpeed.DF[as.numeric(as.character(mean.flowSpeed.DF$variable)) 
< 20,]
as.numeric.factor <- function(x) {as.numeric(levels(x))[x]}
mean.flowDisplacement.DF$variable = 
as.numeric.factor(mean.flowDisplacement.DF$variable)
ggplot(mean.flowDisplacement.DF, aes(variable, -mean, 
group=condition))+
    geom_point(size = 1.5)+
    geom_line(aes(variable,-mean), size=0.5)+
    geom_errorbar(aes(ymax=-mean+sd, ymin=-mean-sd), width=0.25)+
    theme_bw()+
    facet_grid(.~condition)+
    theme(text=element_text(size=16))+
    xlab(expression(paste("Shear stress (dyne/cm"^"2",")")))+
    ylab(expression(paste("Displacement (", mu,m,")")))
ggsave("ut_kg1a_DisplacementPerShear.pdf", height=3, width=18)

## ANOVA and Tukey's
DisplacementDF.endofcycle = DisplacementDF[DisplacementDF$Time %% 30 
== 0,]
dic2 = factor(c("2", "5", "7", "10", "15", "20"))
names(dic2) = c(30,60,90,120,150,180)

DisplacementDF.endofcycle$shear = 
dic[as.character(DisplacementDF.endofcycle$Time)]

# disShear_aov = aov(Displacement.X ~ condition * shear, data = 
DisplacementDF.endofcycle)
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# summary(disShear_aov)
# 
# disShear_tk = TukeyHSD(disShear_aov)[[3]]
# indecies = gsub(".*:([0-9]+)-.*", "\\1", rownames(disShear_tk)) == 
gsub(".*:([0-9]+)$", "\\1", rownames(disShear_tk))
# disShear_tk_out = disShear_tk[indecies,]
# write.csv(disShear_tk_out, "tk_DisplacementPerShear.csv", row.names 
= T, quote = F)
d_disp = dcast(data = DisplacementDF.endofcycle, formula = condition + 
shear ~ Parent, value.var = "Displacement.X", fun.aggregate = mean)
m_disp = melt(d_disp, id.vars = c("condition", "shear"))
m_disp$shear = factor(m_disp$shear)
m_disp_split = split(m_disp, m_disp$shear)

for (d in m_disp_split) {
    shear = d$shear[1]
    message(shear)
    d_aov = aov(value ~ condition, data = d)
    print(summary(d_aov))
    d_tk = TukeyHSD(d_aov)[[1]]
    #print(s_tk)
    filename = paste0("Displacement_tukey_", shear)
    write.csv(d_tk, filename, row.names = T, quote = F)
}

## Raw displacement
ggplot(DisplacementDF, aes(Time, -Displacement.X, 

#color=.id, 
group=Parent))+

    #geom_line()+
    geom_line(size=0.25)+
    facet_grid(Experiment~condition)+
    #stat_smooth(alpha=0, size=1)+
    theme_bw()+
    theme(strip.text=element_text(size = 18),

text= element_text(size = 24),
legend.position="none")+

    ylab(expression(paste("Displacement (", mu, m, ")" )))
ggsave("ut_kg1a_rawDisplacement.pdf", height=12, width=26)

# Velocity 
----------------------------------------------------------------
# SpeedMean.list = vector(mode = "list")
# for (x in 1:length(dirs)) {
#     speedMean.list = vector(mode = "list")
#     for (i in 1:length(files)) {
# message(paste(dirs[x], files[i]))
# f = file.path(dirs[x], files[i], paste0(files[i],".csv.76"))
# if (f %in% list.files(file.path(dirs[x], files[i]), 
full.names = T)) { 
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# if (length(readLines(f)) > 3) {
# speedMean.list[[i]] = read.csv(f, header=T, skip=1)
# names(speedMean.list)[i] = files[i]
# }
# } else {
# speedMean.list[[i]] = data.frame()
# names(speedMean.list)[i] = files[i]
#         }
#     }
#     speedMeanDF = ldply(speedMean.list)
#     SpeedMean.list[[x]] = speedMeanDF
#     names(SpeedMean.list)[x] = dirs[x]
# }
# SpeedMeanDF = ldply(SpeedMean.list, .id = "Experiment")
# for (i in 1:nrow(SpeedMeanDF)) {
#     SpeedMeanDF[i,7] = dic[as.character(SpeedMeanDF[i,2])]
# }
# names(SpeedMeanDF)[7] = "condition"
# SpeedMeanDF$condition = factor(SpeedMeanDF$condition, levels = 
c("Unstained", "AF405", "AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/
AF680", "AF546/AF680", "Triple"))
#
# ggplot(SpeedMeanDF, aes(condition, Value))+
#     geom_boxplot()+
#     geom_jitter(shape=19)
#
# mean.SpeedMean = dcast(SpeedMeanDF, condition~Experiment, value.var 
= "Value", fun.aggregate = mean)
# mean.SpeedMean$mean = apply(mean.SpeedMean[,2:4], 1, mean)
# mean.SpeedMean$sd = apply(mean.SpeedMean[,2:4], 1, sd)

# ggplot(mean.SpeedMean, aes(condition, mean, width=0.75))+
#     geom_bar(stat="identity", fill="gray", color="black", 
size=0.75)+
#     geom_errorbar(aes(ymax=mean+sd, ymin=mean-sd),position = 
position_dodge(width=0.9), width=0.25)+
#     theme_classic()+
#     scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))+
#     xlab("Treatment")+
#     ylab(expression(paste("Rolling displacement (", mu, m, ")")))+
#     theme(text = element_text(size=16))

## Raw speed (sheet 36)
Speed.list = vector(mode = "list")
for (x in 1:length(dirs)) {
    speed.list = vector(mode = "list")
    for (i in 1:length(files)) {

message(paste(dirs[x], files[i]))
f = file.path(dirs[x], files[i], paste0(files[i],".csv.36"))
if (f %in% list.files(file.path(dirs[x], files[i]), full.names 
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= T)) {
if (length(readLines(f)) > 3) {

speed.list[[i]] = read.csv(f, header=T, skip=1)
names(speed.list)[i] = files[i]

}
} else {

speed.list[[i]] = data.frame()
names(speed.list)[i] = files[i]

}
    }
    speedDF = ldply(speed.list)
    Speed.list[[x]] = speedDF
    names(Speed.list)[x] = dirs[x]
}
SpeedDF = ldply(Speed.list, .id = "Experiment")
for (i in 1:nrow(SpeedDF)) {
    SpeedDF[i,9] = dic[as.character(SpeedDF[i,2])]
}
names(SpeedDF)[9] = "condition"
SpeedDF$condition = factor(SpeedDF$condition, levels = c("AF405", 
"AF546", "AF680", "AF405/AF546", "AF405/AF680", "AF546/AF680", 
"Triple"))

for (i in 1:nrow(SpeedDF)) {
    for (r in 1:nrow(ranges)) {

if (SpeedDF[i,6] >= ranges[r,1] & SpeedDF[i,6] <= ranges[r,2]) 
{

SpeedDF[i,10] = ranges[r,3]
}

    }
}
names(SpeedDF)[10] = c("shear")

ggplot(SpeedDF, aes(condition, Value, 
#color=.id, 
#group=Parent
))+

    geom_boxplot()+
    #geom_jitter(shape=19)+
    #facet_grid(Experiment~condition)+
    #stat_smooth(alpha=0, size=1)+
    theme_bw()+
    theme(strip.text=element_text(size = 18),

text= element_text(size = 24),
legend.position="none")+

    ylab(expression(paste("Displacement (", mu, m, ")" )))

## Mean speed per flow rate step
flowSpeed.list = split(SpeedDF, SpeedDF$Experiment)
mean.flowSpeed.list = vector(mode = "list")
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for (i in 1:length(flowSpeed.list)) {
    mean.flowSpeed.list[[i]] = melt(dcast(flowSpeed.list[[i]], 
condition ~ shear, value.var = "Value", fill=0, fun.aggregate = mean))
}

mean.flowSpeed.DF = cbind(mean.flowSpeed.list[[1]], 
mean.flowSpeed.list[[2]]$value, mean.flowSpeed.list[[3]]$value)
mean.flowSpeed.DF$mean = apply(mean.flowSpeed.DF[,3:5],1,mean)
mean.flowSpeed.DF$sd = apply(mean.flowSpeed.DF[,3:5],1,sd)

#mean.flowSpeed.DF$variable = 
as.numeric(as.character(mean.flowSpeed.DF$variable))
#mean.flowSpeed.DF = 
mean.flowSpeed.DF[as.numeric(as.character(mean.flowSpeed.DF$variable)) 
< 20,]
ggplot(mean.flowSpeed.DF, aes(variable, mean, group=condition))+
    geom_point(size=1.5)+
    geom_line(aes(variable,mean), size=0.5)+
    geom_errorbar(aes(ymax=mean+sd, ymin=mean-sd), width=0.1)+
    theme_bw()+
    facet_grid(.~condition)+
    theme(text=element_text(size=16), legend.position="none")+
    xlab(expression(paste("Shear stress (dyne/cm"^"2",")")))+
    ylab(expression(paste("Mean velocity (", mu,m,"/s)")))
ggsave("ut_kg1a_VelocityPerShear.pdf", height=3, width=18)

## ANOVA and Tukey's
d_speed = dcast(data = SpeedDF, formula = condition + shear ~ Parent, 
value.var = "Value", fun.aggregate = mean)
m_speed = melt(d_speed, id.vars = c("condition", "shear"))
m_speed$shear = factor(m_speed$shear)
m_speed_split = split(m_speed, m_speed$shear)

for (s in m_speed_split) {
    shear = s$shear[1]
    message(shear)
    s_aov = aov(value ~ condition, data = s)
    print(summary(s_aov))
    s_tk = TukeyHSD(s_aov)[[1]]
    #print(s_tk)
    filename = paste0("Velocity_tukey_", shear)
    write.csv(s_tk, filename, row.names = T, quote = F)
}
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